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You may have heard about the latest and greatest
for GNTO, a warm-up room for enjoying those beauti-
ful and cold winter evenings.  If you were at the last
general meeting you heard George Pellegrino’s awe
inspiring speech and plea for money, well we need
more, and we are asking all TAAS members to dig deep
into their pockets and help with whatever you can.
George helped raise about $700 for the warm-up room
but we still need a lot more.

It’s true!  We will have a heated building you can
use on cold December evenings while observing the
great Orion Nebulae from GNTO.  If you have ever
been to GNTO in the winter, you know how cold it can
get, and if you are not prepared, it can bring a great
night of viewing to an abrupt end.  Many a time I have
headed home early, just to get into my truck and crank
up the heater to warm up, but this won’t be a problem
any more.

For the last couple of years, the GNTO committee
has had the dream of building a bunkhouse with sev-
eral rooms for sleeping, an indoor bathroom, kitchen,
and a great room for all members to use while they are

out observing.
Our plans for
this bunkhouse
were grand and
pricey so we
had decided to
make the bunk-
house a long-
range goal for
TAAS.  For now
we would like
to build a room
that we can use
for many pur-
poses, but
mostly for
warming up on cold winter evenings.  The idea for the
warm-up room came up recently and was quickly ac-
cepted by all on the GNTO committee, and any TAAS
member who has heard about it is excited about the
project.  This is not a replacement for the bunkhouse, it

Continued on page 12

All Those Suns and Just No Heat!
by Pete Eschman and Robert Williams

Pete (left), Gordon (middle) and George
(right) inspire the croud at the July

meeting
Photo by Eric Bucheit
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TAAS Members Spruce Up GNTO in June

Part of the Gravel
Crew, off to Pickup Another Load

Photo by Robert Williams

TAAS Picnicers Standing at the East End of the Future Warm-up Room.
Back row: Randy, Bruce, Pete, Robert W, Eric, Gordon, Kevin, Jeff, Ray,

and Bob K.  Mid row: Sammy, Ruby O, Judy, Linda B, Dave, and Shayna.
Front row: Nancy, John, Catherine, Carl, Robert, YouOweMe (the dog),

George and Judy P, and Sid. (I hope I got the names right—ed).
Photo by Larry Cash

The Roofing CrewHard at Work
Photo by Pete Eschman

Lunch Time
Photo by Pete Eschman

Lisa Wood PaintingPosts
Photo by Robert Williams
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PRESIDENT’S UPDATEBOARD MEETING

by Sammy Lockwood

The July 13, 2000 Board of Directors
(BoD)  meeting of The Albuquerque
Astronomical Society (TAAS) was
called to order at 7pm by President Eric
Bucheit.  Other board members present
during the meeting were, Bruce Levin,
Robert Williams, Sammy Lockwood,
Carl Frisch,  Ray Collins, Linda Hixon,
Dan Richey, George Pellegrino, and
David Brown. Observers included
Kevin McKeown,  Barry Gordon, Pete
Eschman, Gordon Pegue, Katherine
Blankenburg, Tom Pannuti and Judy
Stanley.

Agenda - Eric presented the
meeting’s agenda for approval.
Sammy motioned to move the execu-
tive session to follow the treasurers
report.  Bruce seconded the motion
which passed.  With no other changes,
Sammy motioned to accept the
agenda.  Linda seconded the motion,
which passed.

June Minutes -  Sammy motioned
to accept the minutes from the June
BoD meeting as published. George sec-
onded the motion, which passed

Treasurers Report – no report (The
treasurer had not yet arrived at the
meeting)

Executive Session – The topic of dis-
cussion was an open seat on the TAAS
Board.

The observers were asked to leave
the room.   After the observers had re-
entered the room, Eric announced that
Neil Goldberg had been nominated to
the vacant seat on the board.

Treasurers Report - Education
Funds on deposit are $1249.90.  GNTO
funds on deposit are $5088.49.  Gen-
eral funds on deposit are $1597.67.

Correspondence – none.

Unfinished Business from June BoD
meeting – none.

Committees
GNTO Committee – Pete Eschman

reported that at the last GNTO com-

mittee meeting, he had been elected
Deputy Observatory chairman, to
serve as a go-between for the board
and Chairman Robert Ortega, who is
experiencing health problems.  Pete
reported that a $2000 Challenge Grant
has been offered by a TAAS member.
Each individual donation toward the
GNTO warm-up room will be matched
by this member until 8/12, up to a pos-
sible total of $2000. Announcements of
this Challenge Grant will be made at
the July general meeting, and in the
next TASS Update, and Sidereal Times.
Pete also noted that the CCD camera
purchase was being postponed until
the outcome of the Air Force Tech
Transfer was more clear.

Membership Committee – no re-
port.

Program Committee – Bruce re-
ported that a speaker for the July meet-
ing was set, but the August meeting
was still open.  Several options were
discussed, including Show and Tell,
and a TAAS Auction.

Air Force Tech Transfer – Dave re-
ported that the Air Force has not com-
pleted  preparations or paperwork for
it’s proposed transfer of astronomical
equipment to TAAS, and probably
wouldn’t anytime soon.  He will con-
tinue to monitor the progress, and try
to keep the ball rolling.  He recom-
mended that the GNTO committee not
postpone it’s CCD camera purchase.

Calendar – Carl distributed the lat-
est TAAS 2000 calendar, and suggested
adding another Oak Flat Starparty for
September 2.  After discussion of vari-
ous conflicts, the motion failed to pass.

Past Events
Bluewater State Park  (6/24) – Rob-

ert reported good weather, and about
100 observers.  Gordon commented
that we need to ensure that we have a
better site before we do a party there
again.

Oak Flat – (7/1) Carl noted a suc-
cessful July event, with good turnout.

TAAS Picnic (7/8) – Ray reported a
successful, yet somewhat windy, event
at GNTO.

GNTO Nights – Pete reported im-
proved attendance, and improved
roads.

Future Events

Oak Flat (8/5)  Carl will be on-site
from 7/31 till around 8/7 if anyone
wants to come out and stargaze dur-
ing the week.

GNTO (7/29) – This GNTO night
was omitted from the published cal-
endar.  Pete asked Sammy to advertise
it in the Update.

Belen (9/16) – Linda explained that
many people from the City of Belen
will be bussed out to GNTO on 9/16
for a demonstration, as part of a larger
event.

Santa Rosa (9/23) – Sammy noted
that the event conflicted with the
White Sands Star Party, and suggested
rescheduling the event.  Sam will get
with Steve Carry of NM State Parks,
and see what can be done.

Placitas Star Party (10/21) - Barry re-
ported that the event is coming to-
gether, and he will e-mail maps out
shortly.

Newsletter Assignments – GNTO
Challenge Grant – George/Pete.    Min-
utes, Santa Rosa SP – Sammy.   Picnic
Follow-up – Ray.   Ask the Expert,
Observer’s Page- Kevin,  June meeting
recap- Eric.

New Business

TASS Update – Sammy asked that
anyone with an item for the next Up-
date give it to him tonight, or e-mail it
too him.  He noted that at least one
major announcement had been left out
of the June Update.

Prioritize Wish List – Carl handed
out the TAAS Wish List, as prioritized

Continued on page 8
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1 2 3 4 5

• Uranus @
opposition

• Moon at apogee,
63.6 earth-radii
@ ~16:00

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

• UNM
(call to confirm)

• GNTO

• ATM Workshop
7pm, Valley HS

• UNM  (call to
confirm)

• Mars and Neptune
@ helocentric
opposition

• Moon at perigee,
56.7 earth-radii
@ ~08:00

• Explorer Post
110 meeting.
Location TBD

• GNTO
Committee
Meeting

• Board Meeting
(7 pm @ PandA
bld.)

• Sun enters Leo
• Mercury 0.08° S

of Mars @ 07:00

• Full
Moon @23:14

• ATM Workshop
7pm, Valley HS

• Mercury@ superior
conjunction with
Sun. 1.358 a.u. from
Earth  @19:00.
Mercury moves into
evening sky.

• First
quarter @19:02

• Oak Flat

• General
Meeting,
Regener
Hall, 7pm

• GNTO Commit-
tee Meeting

• Equation of time
= 0 @ 22:00

Planet Rise / Set (8/15/2000)
       (Rounded to  15 minutes,  MDT)

Mercury 05:45/19:30
Venus 07:45/20:45
Mars 05:15/19:15
Jupiter 00:45/15:00

08/01 06:15/20:11
08/15 06:25/19:57
08/31 06:37/19:37

Sunrise/Sunset

(MDT times)

Planet Rise
(continued)

  Saturn 00:30/14:15
  Uranus 19:45/06:15
  Neptune 18:45/05:00
  Pluto 14:15/01:30

• UNM
(call to confirm)

• GNTO

• Lammas: Half
way between
Summer and
Fall

• Mercury at
perihelion @
11:00 : 0.3075
a.u. from Sun

• Last  quarter @
12:51

• Pluto stationary in
RA

• New Moon @
04:20

•  UNM

August  Meeting:

Who Wants To Be A
Photonaire?

by Bruce Levin

This month’s meeting will feature
two of our Society’s members—Lisa
Wood and Dan Richey.  Lisa will be
talking about the latest Dark Sky
issues, ways to control light disper-
sion, and some things individuals
can do to ensure that light ordi-
nances are enforced.  Dan will sum-
marize what is in the New Mexico
Dark Sky Act that went into effect
at the first of this year.  A short video
will be available for viewing before

and after the meeting.  Even though
the meeting starts at 7:00 p.m., we ex-
pect to have the doors open to Regener
Hall at 6:30 p.m. for quick set up.

Lisa has been a member for too many
years to count, has served as an active
board member in the past, and pres-
ently heads up the Dark Sky New
Mexico organization supported by
TAAS.  Dan has been a Society mem-
ber for a few years, is presently an ac-
tive board member, serves on the
events committee, and is also active
with the Dark Sky group.

See you at the August 12th General
Meeting.  You may have a chance to
become a photonaire!  Feel free to bring
family and friends.  A social period will
follow.

Santa Rosa
Star Party

by Sammy Lockwood

Come to Santa Rosa!

It’s time to make plans for the
last TAAS / NM State Park, star
party of the year, as we invade Santa
Rosa Lake State Park on the week-
end of Saturday, Sept 23.

Santa Rosa is a short 90 minute
drive east of Albuquerque. The
State Park is close enough to town
to dart into for supplies, but far
enough away to avoid the city lights
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NOTES:
TAAS=The Albuquerque
Astronomical Society

GNTO=General Nathan
Twining Observatory.  Call
Gordon Pegue @ 332-2591 to
confirm.

UNM=University of New
Mexico Observatory. Call the
TAAS hotline @296-0549, or the
UNM hotline @ 277-1446  to
confirm.

ATM =Amateur Telescope
Making.  Call Michael Pendley
for information @ 296-0549.

PandA=UNM Physics and
Astronomy.  Corner of Lomas
and Yale.

September 2000

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

• UNM
(call to confirm)

• GNTO

• Santa Rosa
Star Party

• ATM Workshop
7pm, Valley HS

• Moon at perigee,
57.5 earth-radii
@ ~02:00

• Board
Meeting (7 pm
@ PandA bld.)

• Explorer Post
110 meeting.
Location TBD

• Full
Moon @13:38

• First
quarter @10:27

• General
Meeting,
Regener
Hall, 7pm

Planet Rise / Set (9/15/2000)
       (Rounded to  15 minutes,  MDT)

Mercury 08:15/20:00 Saturn 22:30/12:15
Venus 08:45/20:15 Uranus 17:30/04:15
Mars 05:00/18:15 Neptune 16:45/03:00
Jupiter 23:00/13:15 Pluto 12:15/23:30

09/01 06:38/19:35
09/15 06:48/19:15
09/30 06:59/18:54

Sunrise/Sunset

(MDT times)

• UNM
(call to confirm) • GNTO

• Jupiter @
west
quadrature

• Mars and
Uranus at
heliocentric
opposition.

• Last  quarter
@ 19:29

• ATM Workshop
7pm, Valley HS

• New
Moon @ 13:53

     • GNTO
• Chaco Star

Party
• Rosh Hashanah,

first day of the
the Jewish year
5761 a.m.

• UNM
(call to confirm)

• Jupiter stationary
in RA. Begin
retrograde
motion

• UNM
• Sun’s north pole

most inclined
(7.25°) toward
earth

• Moon at Apogee

• UNM
• Mercury at

aphelion (0.4667
a.u.)

• Fall equinox
(11:27)

• Moon 1.4° S of
Uranus @ 20:00

• Saturn stationary
in RA. Begin
retrograde
motion

• Sun enters
Vergo

and freeway noise.  I’m dealing
directly with the park manager
for this event, to ensure that we
get the darkest and most accom-
modating sites.

Skies at Santa Rosa Lake are
traditionally quite dark.  While
camping there last year, I had
stepped out of my camper after
dark and was honestly fooled for
a few seconds by the “cloud”
overhead that I thought might
ruin my night...it was of course,
the Milky Way.  Please plan to join
us for this end of summer lake
party.

Sammy

Dues Now
Being Accepted

by Lisa Wood

In order to become an official mem-
ber of Darksky NM, please send a
check for $5 made out to TAAS  (PO
Box 50581) and tag it Darksky NM.
Membership also requires that each
member commit to presenting at least
one educational presentation a year.
The dues are secondary to the valu-
able time volunteers can give towards
educating the public. Donations are
also accepted, but actual membership
is dependant upon participation.  The
funds will go directly into the general
fund with the hopes that the Board
will allocate funding on the basis of
need.
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Invisible Galaxies
Discussed in July

by Eric Bucheit

The July General Meeting of The Al-
buquerque Astronomical Society was
outstanding!

Dr. Min Su Yun of the National Ra-
dio Astronomy Observatory—home of
the Very Large Array (VLA)—pro-
vided our Society with a very enlight-
ening presentation regarding “invis-
ible” galaxies. Dr. Yun described how
our understanding of the development
of stars in our universe has been dra-
matically altered in recent years as our
ability to measure these “invisible” gal-
axies has increased.

It was incredible to learn that opti-
cally we cannot see 90 percent of the
stars in our universe because they are
obscured by galactic dust clouds. As
an example, Dr. Yun demonstrated
how the light that seems to be shining
through the top of the large gaseous
pillar of M16 (in the famous Hubble
Space Telescope image) is just that! The
stars that are developing inside that
dust cloud are just beginning to make
themselves evident. Again, 90 percent
of our stars are born in optically “in-
visible” galaxies.

Dr. Yun’s slide presentation aptly de-
scribed this phenomenon by demon-

strating the capabilities of infrared ver-
sus radio versus visible-light study
and how each has contributed to our
concept of star formation and density.

Dr. Yun indicated that because this
area of study is developing so dramati-
cally (second only to biology), an evo-
lution is occurring not only in the shap-
ing of our universe but also in our un-
derstanding of it. Many questions are
left to be answered, and one of the
most intriguing is the relationship be-
tween quasars and these “star form-
ing,” “invisible” galaxies.

Dr. Yun concluded his presentation
by providing a glimpse of the Atacama
Large Millimeter Array (ALMA), an
instrument that will allow precision
imaging on sub-arc-second  scales. The
ALMA facility will provide dramatic
improvements in imaging capabilities,
as it is designed to observe in the mil-
limeter wavelengths.

ALMA will be located on Llano de
Chajnantor in the Atacoma desert in
northern Chile. At 16,500 feet, this site
is the highest, driest, and clearest ob-
serving site on Earth. The atmospheric
conditions at this site are exceptional
for both stability and clarity, and Dr.
Yun and his colleagues can’t wait to get
to work, although completion of the
instrument is still several years away.

A very special thanks to Dr. Yun and
his wife, who arrived at  the General
Meeting directly from a 37-hour travel
ordeal. Our Society is in your debt for
such energy and enthusiasm under
those exhausting circumstances.
Thank you, Dr. Yun.

A  how ALMA will look.
FSC10214&4724—a gas rich galaxy in

the early universe

Gort:
Klaatu Berada

Nikto
by Barry Gordon

I’m not quite comfortable with all
this talk about “robotic” telescopes. As
many of you know, I’m pretty well up
there in years — I started reading sci-
ence-fiction way back when Mercury
always kept “bright side” facing
sunward, Venus was covered with
swamps, and M31 was a mere 800,000
light years away — and a robot was
really a robot.  Now I’ll freely admit
that many of these new telescopes are
indeed very highly automated, and I
have no problem with calling them
automated telescopes. However, it
seems pretty obvious that a robotic
telescope should be a telescope that is
used by a robot.  Naturally, this led me
to some thinking about what such an
astronomer robot might be like.

As with all true robots, this one
would presumably be large — perhaps
seven to eight feet tall — a metal crea-
ture in more-or-less humanoid form.
However, for the sake of efficiency in
its highly specialized calling, we might
expect a few deviations from a slavish
imitation of the humanoid form.  For
example ...

In keeping with its larger-than-hu-
man size, we might quite reasonably
expect it to possess correspondingly
greater-than-human strength.  Thus,
for this kind of astronomer, a 14" or 16"
SCT might well be considered a truly
portable instrument — a 6" or 7" refrac-
tor would be a piece of cake, as would
a 20" or 24" Dob.

Instead of foolishly equipping our
robot astronomer with two eyes, one
of which would be closed most of the
time, it would make much more sense
to provide only a single eye, but an eye
that was designed for efficient observ-
ing.  It would have greater low-light
sensitivity than ours, and that low-
light sensitivity would cover the entire
field of view, central as well as periph-
eral — no averted vision needed here.
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And, instead of our simple lens, this
eye would feature a lens like a zoom
eyepiece, enabling direct examination
at various magnifications of the real
image formed by any telescope objec-
tive, thus obviating the need for each
telescope to have eyepieces of its own.

Being a robot, it would be free to pur-
sue its observing with utmost effi-
ciency, unencumbered by any emo-
tional hang-ups or other human frail-
ties.  (I tend to think of it/him/what-
ever as Edwin.)

The assumed height of seven to eight
feet would come in handy for gaining
access to the focal plane of a fairly large
Newtonian aimed anywhere near the
zenith (since any ladder capable of
handling the weight load would itself
have to be a rather formidable piece of
gear that we’d very much prefer not
to need).  However, it would be even
nicer if our astro-robot had “thighs”
that telescoped like tripod legs, thus
providing easy access to even larger
zenith-pointed Newtonians with their
correspondingly higher tubes.

I’m confident that the truly creative
among us can readily come up with
many more desiderata for Edwin, our
robot astronomer.  In any event, it is
the Edwin+telescope symbiosis, or
something similar, that the term ro-
botic telescope suggests to me.

Those cute little computer-driven
telescopes we have today are merely
automated — not robotic.

GNTO Gyrations
By Pete Eschman and

Robert Williams

Excitement is growing for the
GNTO Warm-up room project.  We are
so hopeful that necessary funding will
be in place that we have scheduled
construction work parties for August
19th, August 26th, and September 2nd

and 3rd.  All three weekends are also
scheduled for GNTO viewing nights
on each Saturday, so the plan will be
to build by day and view by night.
Work party sign-up sheets will be
available at GNTO and TAAS general
meetings, so please feel free to sign up.
Additional scheduling details will be
available to those who sign up, and
will also be sent to the TAAS-L listserv.
All levels, amounts, and types of help
are welcome!

By the time you read this, TAAS
will have purchased a new CCD cam-
era from Santa Barbara Instruments
Group.  The new SBIG ST-9E camera
is well suited for use on both the Isen-
gard 16” f.6 and Astrophysics 6” f.6
telescopes at GNTO.  The ST-9E fea-
tures a 512x512 array of 20-micron
(micro-millimeter) pixels, which is a
very sensitive, enhanced Kodak chip.
The camera offers a field of view of
about 30 arc minutes with 3.4 arc sec-
ond resolution per pixel on the Astro-
physics, while the corresponding field
of view is about 14 1/5 arc minutes on
the Isengard, and 1.7 arc second reso-

lution per pixel.   The camera actually
contains a separate guide chip for self-
guiding while the primary CCD chip
is used for image acquisition.  In addi-
tion to two stage electric cooling, the
camera comes equipped for supple-
mental water cooling to insure low
noise images.  The chip in the ST-9E
camera is said to be twenty times more
sensitive than the ST-7E non-anti-
blooming chip.

The funding for the new camera
is from TAAS member donations to
our CCD fund, as well as a $2500 grant
from Intel.  Carl Frisch, who was one
of the primary CCD fund contributors,
is planning an on-going series of CCD
training sessions at GNTO.  You can
talk to Carl at any of the TAAS events,
or call him at 239-6002 for training ses-
sion details.

Attendance at GNTO events con-
tinues to grow and there’s always
room for more!  Remember, training
and checkout on GNTO equipment is
available on most scheduled GNTO
nights.  Please take the next opportu-
nity to come out and enjoy YOUR ob-
servatory.

Dark Sky News
by Lisa Wood

On July 12, 2000 Director Dan Richey
and I attended a meeting of the Volun-
teers for the New Mexico Night Skies
with John Buting presiding. There
were 9 citizens present.  Darksky NM
(the TAAS dark sky group) will work
loosely with “Volunteers” to:1/ pro-
duce an educational flyer concerning
the current state laws, to go out to con-
struction and lighting businesses.2/
attempt to place articles in the PNM
flyers that go out concerning the cur-
rent laws and other dark sky tips.

UNM Report
by Jay Harden, UNM Campus

Observatory coordinator

30 June—Clouded out.

07 July—Early clouds, clearing by 8:45.
Full clouds soon there after.  We did
have 40 viewers.  Docents:  Brock
Parker, Mike Pendley, Jim Merill, Jim
Lawrence, Jay Harden.
14 July—Cloudy to mostly cloudy.  We
had 6 viewers.  Docents: Jim Lawrence,
Jay Harden.

21 July—Mostly cloudy to almost full
clouds.  We finally managed to view
Comet Linear.  It was quiet dim.  We
had 5 viewers.  Docents: Kevin McKe-
own and Jay Harden.

28 July—Clouded out

This must be what it is like to own a
telescope back East!

Oak Flat
by Carl Frisch

By the time this article is published
the Oak Flat star party season will be
over.  All the events this year (and
hopefully the August 5th event) have
been successful.  Some clouds domi-
nated each event, but cleared enough
to make it worth while.  Thanks again
to all the TAAS participants.  If you
have any suggestions on how to en-
hance next years events or wish to
serve as picnic ground host with ob-
serving perks leave me a message @
239-6002.
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Continued from page 3

June BoD Minutes

by Lisa, Robert Ortega, Eric, and Carl
(last month’s assignment).  There was
discussion about the list, and Carl
asked each member to review the list,
and bring the comments to next
months board meeting.  Sammy of-
fered to publish the list on an interac-
tive WWW bulletin board where we
can all comment openly.  http://
www.eccentr ix .com/personal/
s a m m y / w w w b o a r d / 4 . h t m l

Expense Review – no report

Gen. Meeting Format – Sammy
noted that many TAAS general meet-
ings have fallen into a format that rely
too much on a speaker, and too little
on action and interaction. There was
discussion on what we have, and could
do differently to change the meetings.
The topic was differed to the programs
committee, which will report back at
the next board meeting.

Astronomy 101 – Judy passed sev-
eral documents detailing her program,
and asked everyone to review them
and e-mail her with comments.

Santa Fe Dark Sky Meeting – Dan
reported that he and Lisa Wood had
attended the 7/12 meeting.  The group
is working to enforce existing Darksky
rules, and increase public knowledge.
They plan mailings to several building
Supply managers, as well as possible
mailings in PNM bills.  Several mem-
bers of the group expressed the opin-
ion that TAAS does not do enough (or
anything) to further Darksky concerns.

Coffee Shop Nights – deffered un-
til next month

Tom Pannuti – Tom announced that
he will be leaving Albuquerque soon
for an Astronomical Post near Boston,
and gave his farewells.  The Board
wished him luck.

The meeting adjourned at 9:50

July Trivia
by Barry Spletzer

The 88 constellations in the sky vary
greatly in number of stars, brightness
of stars, and size.  Because of this, the
overall brightness of the constellations
(determined by combining the bright-
ness of the visible stars) range with the
brightest constellation being over 80
times brighter than the dimmest.
Based on visible stars (Magnitude 6.0
and brighter) which constellation is the
brightest?

a) Canis Major—Even though it is a
small constellation, it contains the
brightest star in the sky (Sirius).

b) Orion—With 7 of it’s stars among
the brightest 100 in the sky and many
other bright stars.

c) Centaurus—With 3 of the sky’s 25
brightest and more visible stars than
any other constellation.

d) Ursa Major—One of the largest con-
stellations.  It also includes the 7 bright
stars of the Big Dipper.

e) Cygnus—Nestled in the Milky Way
with 137 visible stars.

The answer is a) Canis Major with
88 stars and a total combined magni-
tude of –1.84.  Of this, Sirius at magni-
tude –1.46 provides 70% of the
constellation’s total light.  The only
constellation to really outshine just
Sirius alone is Centaur at –1.61 with
169 visible stars, the most of any con-
stellation.  It may be surprising that
Sirius outshines entire bright constel-
lations like Orion (Mag. –1.44), Ursa
Major (Mag –0.90) and Cygnus (Mag
–0.77).  The list of constellations in the
answers aren’t even the top five.  The
top ten constellations are:

Const. Mag #Of Stars
Canis Major -1.84 87
Cantaur -1.61 168
Carina -1.48 123
Orion -1.44 128
Scorpio -1.04 102
Taurus -0.92 142
Ursa Major -0.91 126
Eridanus -0.89 131
Bootes -0.81 89
Cygnus -0.78 139

The reason for Canis Major (primarily
Sirius) dominating the brightness re-
quires a little explanation.  When the
Greek’s originally assigned magni-
tudes to stars, they divided stars into
what seemed to be equal brightness
steps.  However, because of our “natu-
ral geometric” perception of light (and
sound) intensity, these perceived equal
steps were really equal multiples in
brightness.  Today, one magnitude in-
crease in brightness has been standard-
ized to be 2.5 times the brightness.  Our
“natural geometric” perception allows
us to view the Sun (briefly) and still
detect 6th magnitude stars with an as-
tonishing total range in brightness of
10,000,000,000,000.  For the trivia ques-
tion, “natural geometric” perception
means that we naturally underesti-
mate the light output of a single bright
source compared to many dimmer
sources.  In fact, it takes over 900 6th

magnitude stars to equal the bright-
ness of Sirius.

Ladies Night at
GNTO

by Judy Stanley

Many of you may have seen the
announcement for this event on the
listserve. Here’s the scoop on what
happened.  Over the past few months
some female TAAS Members ex-
pressed an interest in scheduling an
observing event just for the “Ladies”.
As you know scheduling anything is
difficult at best. A small group of fe-
male members decided to take a
chance during the July full moon to
meet at GNTO.  The moon was beau-
tiful for the 30 seconds it was visible
through the clouds.  Despite the ter-
rible sky conditions the attendees en-
joyed good company, good conversa-
tion, and of course good food (thanks
Katherine!).

What are your thoughts about
holding and scheduling such an event?
If you’re an interested, female TAAS
Member send e-mail to
jstanley@sdc.org.
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The
         Kids’
                Corner

by Shayna Lockwood

Scorpius is an
amazing constellation
up this time of year.
Greek mythology has it
that is was the great
Scorpion’s sting that
killedthe unchangeable
hunter, Orion. Orion
had boasted that he
could beat and kill ev-
ery and any beast. Scor-
pius stung Orion to
prove him wrong. In
the sky Orion still flees
from the scorpion, try-
ing to avoid any other
arguments, since Orion
sets below the horizon
as Scorpius rises.

Antares (Greek for
“Rival of Mars,” the
Greek war-god.) is the
brilliant orange-red star
marking the heart of Scorpius, it is also some seven-hundred times big-
ger than our own sun. A cluster of about twenty small stars around and
including Antares is part of the Scorpio-Centaurus OB Association.

Think of how big the sun is from earth, now imagine it 700 times
bigger. Now imagine a group of them! They’re not even close to touch-
ing, probably millions upon millions of miles away from each-other.

To find this fascinating constellation, look toward the south in the
evening sky, and find a bright red-orange star, that’s Antares.  Then,
trace down to the sting, or up to find three stars making the head.

Sources
Mythology, Edith Hamilton
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook, Robert Burnham Jr. 1987
Paul Rodmell, Southland Astronomical Society

Scorpius Rising

What’s up with
Astronomy 101

by Judy Stanley

Plans for Astronomy 101 are well
underway.  The board has approved
the program as outlined. The schedul-
ing of classes is being worked out—
however, scheduling 101 classes will
be an evolutionary process.  Expect the
dates, topics and instructors to be an-
nounced in the September newsletter.

The following is a shortened ver-
sion of the outline for this program.
Your input is very important. Please
take time to evaluate the program as
outlined, add your personal prefer-
ences in any capacity and or volunteer
your talent and expertise as an instruc-
tor. TAAS offers a wide variety of
events for its membership. The success
of this project will depend in part on
the input of the TAAS Membership.
Ideas and suggestions have been trick-
ling in; send your comments to:
jstanley@sdc.org

Objective of Astronomy 101—To
provide astronomy education oppor-
tunities in the areas of need and inter-
est of the TAAS Membership.

Astronomy 101 Classes—Regu-
larly (monthly) scheduled classes, plus
additional “big” events. These include
but are not limited to:

Docent Training for school star
parties
Learning the night sky—Using
telescopes
New member orientation—GNTO
TAAS Video & Library tour
Famous Astronomers
Book talks

I am extremely excited about this
project. Learning about and sharing
the night sky with others are my rea-
sons for joining this society.  The many
TAAS Members I have spoken with
share these same goals.  Together, we
have the opportunity and resources to
achieve them.
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Ask the  ExpertsAsk the  ExpertsAsk the  ExpertsAsk the  ExpertsAsk the  Experts

by Kevin McKeown

Ask the Experts,

Question: “If I observed from
outer space where there is no atmo-
sphere to absorb starlight, what would
be the faintest stars visible in the sky?”

Answer: Contrary to popular be-
lief, a stargazer in outer space would
not see stars very much fainter than
those detectable at the zenith under a
clean, black sky at sea level on Earth.
Our atmosphere is remarkably trans-
parent!  From Earth, the faintest stars
that a careful observer can detect at the
zenith, under haze free, black, moon-
less skies are of about magnitude 6.8.
From an outer space setting—say the
dark side of the Moon—the same ob-
server might be able to detect stars of
about magnitude 7.1.  This is a gain of
only about a third of a magnitude—
not 2 or 3 magnitudes fainter!  In tech-
nical jargon, we say that the “extinc-
tion” of a zenith star is about 0.3 mag-
nitudes (at sea level).  From a high al-
titude, dry site such as in Chile (16,000
feet), stars at the zenith have an extinc-
tion of only about 0.1 magnitude.  Al-
most nothing!  However, the observer
will need oxygen to make the obser-
vation.

On the other hand, our atmo-
sphere considerably dims, or extin-
guishes the light of stars near the hori-
zon.  As we look at a near the horizon,
starlight now has to pass through a
thicker wedge of atmosphere.  It turns
out that the light of a star located 60
degrees off the zenith (or 30 degrees
high above the horizon) has to pass
through twice the amount of air—and
haze, dust, etc.—than if located at the

zenith.  Then the extinction is doubled,
and is about 0.6 magnitudes.  If a mag-
nitude 6.8 star was seen at the zenith,
our stargazer who looked 30 degrees
high up could now detect stars only
as faint as magnitude 6.5.  That’s a loss
of 0.6 magnitudes off the faintest na-
ked eye stars seen from space.  Close
to the horizon, it gets even worse.  Here
stars have to pass through 6 or 7 air
masses, and they are dimmed by over
2 magnitudes!  This is why a ticket to
Australia is the best way to view the
eta Carina nebula, (even though it can
be seen from Big Bend National Park).

The upshot of all this is that a star-
gazer located on the Moon would see
zenith stars virtually the same way as
they would appear from Earth.  How-
ever, our lunar stargazer would also
see stars unextinguished at the very
horizon.   This would be a weird expe-
rience!  A black, invisible lunar hori-
zon would cut off rich starfields.  Stars
of 7th magnitude would be detected
at the very horizon.  The Milky Way
would shine is full brilliance down to
the horizon, and then be cut off by
blackness.  Imagine sweeping up the
Horsehead nebula as it rose above the
rim of a distant lunar crater!

Trivia Questions
Aren’t so Trivial

by Barry Spletzer

This month’s trivia question
(briefly) was “What is the brightest
constellation?”  Following the TAAS
general meeting Mike Pendley sug-
gested that the computation required
to write to question might make an
interesting astronomical computing
story.  Here goes.

There was, perhaps, a surprising
amount of effort required to write this
relatively simple question.  In order to
determine the brightest constellation,
it is necessary to know the brightness
of all visible stars and which constel-
lation of they belong to.  I started with
the “Bright Star Catalog” (BSC) which
lists the position, magnitude, and

much other information about all stars
brighter than about 7th magnitude
(somewhat beyond the visible range).
I found an ASCII text version of the
BSC on the Web available for down-
loading.  Unfortunately, the BSC was
written primarily to be read by a For-
tran program making not directly suit-
able for my programs in C.  a typical
entry for a star in the downloaded BSC
looks like:

2491 9Alp CMaBD-16 1591
48915151881 257I 5423
064 044.6-163444064508.9-
164258227.22-08.88-1.46
0.00 -0.05 -0.03 A1Vm
-0.553-1.205 +.375-008SBO
13 10.3  11. 2AB   4*

This is the entry for Sirius.  In the
downloaded file, each entry is a single
line like this.  Some of the information
is recognizable such as the star’s Bayer
designation of Alpha Canis Major and
the magnitude of –1.46.  Much of the
information is a little cryptic since the
various fields are not separated by
spaces.  The first job is relatively
simple.  It is to make the file readable
by a C program.  All that is required is
to read characters from each field, in-
sert appropriate spaces, and rewrite
them as a data file.  Once this is done,
I wrote a C program to interpret the
numeric fields and store the data as a
much more accessible binary file.

Perhaps the most difficult part of
the trivia question is determining
which constellation each star belongs
to.  For many stars, the Bayer-
Flamsteed designation (e.g., Bet-Ori,
65-Psc) included in the BSC is suffi-
cient.  For most of the dimmer stars,
there is no such designation and the
constellation must be determined from
the star’s position.  This requires de-
tailed information about constellation
boundaries.

The National Space Science Data
Center (NSSDC) defined the official
constellation boundaries in 1930 based
on star coordinates of 1875.  The con-
stellation boundaries follow straight
lines of constant right ascension
(North-South) and declination (East-
West) in that for that epoch.  Due to
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This simple check works for all
constellations except Octans which has
no southern boundary since it contains
the south pole.  For Octans, an even
count means that the point is in the
constellation and an odd count means
it is not.  Once the constellation infor-
mation is available, the actual determi-
nation of overall constellation bright-
ness can be made.  Again, I wrote a C
program to determine the constellation
assignments and create a simple ASCII
file of star designation, brightness and
associated constellation.  With this file,
I used MathCAD, an amazingly pow-
erful and easy to use engineering cal-
culation program, to handle the re-
mainder of the calculations.  You can
do the magnitude sums easily enough
in C, but MathCAD is much easier to
use to investigate numerous other ar-
eas.

Because star magnitudes are not a
linear measure of star brightness, the
magnitudes must be converted to a
brightness value that can be properly
summed.  Star magnitudes are loga-
rithmic or geometric and are defined
so that an increase of 1.0 in magnitude
corresponds to a decrease in brightness
by a factor of 2.5.  An appropriate
brightness value (B) for a magnitude
(M) is:

B = 2.5-m

Using this relationship a 0.0 mag-
nitude star has a brightness of 1.0 and
a 6th magnitude star has a brightness
of about 0.004.  All the brightness val-
ues of the stars in each constellation are
then summed and the resulting mag-
nitudes determined by applying the
above equation in reverse.  For stars
of magnitude M

1
, M

2
, ... , M

n
 the total

equivalent magnitude M is:

That’s all there is to it.  Obviously,
you have to be a little crazy to go
through all of this just for a trivia ques-

tion, or perhaps you need the calcula-
tions for some other projects as well.
In my case, it’s a little of both.   For
anyone else in TAAS interested in as-
tronomical calculations, I am happy to
provide my files, programs, advice,
and computations.  Feel free to contact
me.

Now that all this work is over to
get the BSC in a digestible format, a
few other observations might be inter-
esting.  There are 5081 stars of Magni-
tude 6.0 and brighter.  All of these stars
combine give a magnitude of –4.8 or
about twice the brightness of Venus at
it’s brightest or about equal to the
brightness of a very new (~20 hour old)
Moon.  For a range of magnitudes of
1.0 (say from 1.0 to 2.0 or 4.7 to 5.7) the
approximate brightness of all stars in
the range is quite constant at about –3.
This is caused by a combination of ran-
dom (sort of) star distribution, the in-
verse square law effect on apparent
brightness, and the geometric nature
of magnitudes.  For very dim or very
bright stars, the relationship does not
hold because of the lack of random star
distribution.

precession (the fact that both the north
pole and the vernal equinox position
in the sky move slowly with time)
today’s star coordinates don’t match
the 1875 coordinates.  To correct for
this, the star coordinates must be ad-
justed to1875.  I did this using equa-
tions from “Astronomical Formulae
for Calculators” by  Jean Meeus.  It is
an astonishing and very useful book
for all astronomical calculations.  In
addition to precession, correction for
the star’s proper motion is also needed.
Proper motion is the actual motion of
a star relative to the fixed background.
Fortunately, the BSC has the annual
proper motion tabulated for each star
so the correction is straightforward.

I obtained the original constella-
tion boundaries as a set of sequential
points of the boundary coordinates in
epoch 1875.0 right ascension and dec-
lination.  These values are included
with my Guide 5.0 CD-ROM (commer-
cially available astronomy software).
Using these points, I wrote a C pro-
gram to construct a set of constant dec-
lination (East-West) lines for each
constellation’s borders.  From this data,
the constellation that any point be-
longs to can be determined by first
counting the number of East-West
boundaries for each constellation that
are directly south of the point.  The
constellation that has an odd number
of boundaries south of the point is the
correct one.  The figure below illus-
trates how this determines the constel-
lation.  The point shown is in constel-
lation B.  It has three boundaries from
B, four from A and two from C below
it.  The odd number shows it is in con-
stellation B.

Docent News
by Lisa Wood

We have begun booking for the up-
coming season.  To book a star party
email me (see back of newsletter).  I’m
needing a booking for 9/19—the Sep-
tember date is usually an excellent
evening.

I do plan to ask the active docents to
ratify the mission statement we kicked
around several months ago.  I’m hop-
ing that when the next coordinator
takes over (in the future), he/she will
have something a little more concrete
to work with than we currently have
in place.  This will not be placed in the
bylaws.  It will merely be an informal
document to remind future docents of
what our mission is currently viewed
to be.
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Continued from page 1

GNTO

is a bridge to the bunkhouse and the
first step towards those ends.

What the GNTO committee is pre-
senting here is a one room building
that will be 12 feet by 28 feet outside
dimensions, it will have 6” insulated
walls, a heater, a storage closet and 4
basic platform bunks with curtains for
members to use.  The room will be
open for all members to use and will
have wires to the astrophysics tele-
scope for those wanting a warm place
to do their CCD work.  This will be a
warm opportunity to use the NEW ST-
9E CCD Camera we have purchased!
We will be starting construction on this
project mid to late August and we need
your help both for labor and money.

CHACO CANYON,
AGAIN?

by Carl Frisch

Were the ancient Chacoans as-
tronomers?  Come see the skies as they
did and judge for yourself.  Yes, due
to popular demand Chaco is again on
our agenda.  If you haven’t attended
one of the many past Chaco star par-
ties this is your last chance this year.
What better way to remember the end
of summer than a camping trip and
star party?  Those of you that attended
the Memorial Day star party can attest
to the dark skies and great accommo-
dations.  Come and experience the
mystery and observe in the shadows
of the ancient ones.

We will be putting on a public star
party on Saturday evening, September
30, but the night before and after we
will be have the Chacoan skies to our-
selves.  A new H-Alpha solar scope is
the latest addition to the Chaco arse-
nal.

To get to Chaco take Highway 44
west from Bernalillo to about 50 miles
past Cuba.  Turn south at the signs for
the last 21 miles.  From Albuquerque
it’s about a three hour drive.  I recom-
mend daytime travel since the scenery

 Teachers &
Astronomers as

Partners
by Judy Stanley

August 3 & 4 a few TAAS Astrono-
mers will venture to Alamogordo for
a hands-on training workshop.  (You
may remember that the director of this
program, Victoria Wiggins, spoke at
our general meeting a few months
ago.)  During the workshop teachers
and astronomers will explore activities
from, The Universe at Your Fingertips,
an excellent astronomy and space sci-
ence resource manual.  As a Project
Astro Teacher and amateur astronomer
myself, I have enjoyed many reward-
ing experiences as a result of my par-
ticipation in this nation wide program.
I encourage all interested parties to
check out the web site for more infor-
mation  http://astro.wnmu.edu/astro

We have received a challenge
grant from one of our members, so for
every dollar TAAS raises they will
match it with another dollar up to
$2,000.  Robert Ortega has been receiv-
ing bids on the material needed for this
project and estimates a total cost of
about $6,000.  We need to raise this
money by the 12th of August so we
need your help.  The money raised at
the last general meeting is a start but
as you can see, we need more.  If you
can please help with any donations
please send it to the TAAS PO Box and
mark it “Warm-up Room”.  If you
would like to help with labor or have
any other questions please feel free to
contact Pete Eschman—873-1517
eschman@unm.eduor or Robert Will-
iams—839-2840 robawil@cs.com

is great and the last 16 miles is a dirt
road.  Any vehicle can make it, al-
though the dirt part is a bit “wash
boardy” in places.  Park and camping
fees are waived for TAAS members.

Library News
by Lisa Wood

Tapes in Limbo
Our Understanding the Universe

tape program is temporarily in limbo
while we effect the details for a trans-
fer to our new tape manager.  Stay
tuned.

New Crop of Spuds!
Congratulations to Pat and Daniel

Appel for completing  the 40 lecture
Understanding the Universe series!

Donation!
Thank you, Gordon Pegue, for do-

nation a beautiful book to the library—
Foundations of Astronomy by Michael
Seeds. 1999 Edition.  The graphics are
outstanding; the book looks to be an
excellent beginner’s resource.
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TAAS Hot Line Phone Number is 296-0549

Telescope Curator Dee Friesen 856-1593 (H) friesend@aol.com
Telescope Curator Jason Vargas 452-9098 (H) vargas@wans.net
Education Liaison, Librarian Lisa Wood 344-8308 (H) astroids@aol.com
Web Master, Newsletter Editor Michael Pendley 296-0549 (H) mycall@rt66.com
UNM Campus Observatory Coordinator Jay Harden 296-0537 (H) bluecorn@flash.net
Explorer Post 110 Advisor Dean Clark 296-0549 DeanClark@compuserve.com
Explorer Post 110 President Rob Salazar 857-0092 (H)

President Eric Bucheit 771-9050 (H) abraham53@earthlink.net
Vice President Bruce Levin 299-0891 (H)
Secretary, Public Relations Sammy Lockwood 275-0258 (H) abqsammy@att.net
Treasurer, DB Manager, Starlab & Membership Chair Robert Williams 839-2840 (H) robawil@cs.com
Director Dave Brown 293-5768 (H) dave_b@prodigy.net
Director Ray Collins 344-9686 (H) ray@rinzai.com
Director, Event Coordinator Carl Frisch 239-6002 (H)
Director Linda Hixon 861-1288 (H) ljhixon@juno.com
Director, Observatory Director Robert Ortega 891-7847 (H) GNTO@aol.com
Director George Pellegrino strhoppr@spinn.net
Director Dan Richey 293-3983 (H) danR5@aol.com
Director Barry Spletzer 294-4601 (H) spletzer@swcp.com
Director Chris Wilson

—SOCIETY STAFF—

E-mail Address

Non-Board Members

CLASSIFIED ADS

For Sale:  Celestron 14" telescope.
Dob Star Hopper with a number of ex-
tras (bought a larger one).  Asking
$700. harley@rt66.com (socorro,nm).

For Sale: Rechargeable batteries for
sale: 12 volt, 15 amp-hour rating, $20
ea.  Bright LED flashlights, starting at
$5.  Three yards by 5 feet wide photo
cloth (great telescope shroud material)
$35.  Call Carl Frisch @ 239-6002.

For Sale: 10 Inch Meade F10 LX 200
W tripod; 90° prisim; 26 mm Bloss eye
piece; hard carrying case; Meade
matching dew shield; dew strap (120
VAC); 35mm piggy-back bracket;
counter weight set; full aperture solar
filter; nylon cover for scope.  Excellent
condition—like new. $2500.00.  Call
Keith White at 281-8128 after 7:00 pm
or leave message.

Free Telescope Offer
What’s that?  Did you say Free?  That’s right FREE!

Any TAAS member can use this coupon  to borrow a TAAS
telescope.  Call Dee Friesen at 856-1593 or Jason Vargas at 899-9755

 and receive a loaner telescope absolutely free.  You can choose from scopes
with apertures ranging from 6” to 13”.  Call soon because they’ll be going fast!

Some restrictions apply.  Offer valid for current TAAS members.
Offer is first come first served.  Late comers will be put on a waiting list.

Neither TAAS nor the telescope curators will be held liable for any lost sleep or other
problems arising from the use of TAAS scopes. Borrowers are required to enjoy the telescopes.

★★★★★

★★★★★

★★★★★

Board of Directors Phone

NEW MEXICO ASTRONOMICALNEW MEXICO ASTRONOMICAL
CELESTRON • MEADE • TELEVUE

PARKS OPTICAL • UNITRON • HOME DOME
Telescopes • Eyepieces • Mounts • Accessories

Observatory Fabrication
On-Site Observatory • Regular Star Parties

Come to the Country Telescope Store and Test
Equipment Under Dark Skies!

834 N. Gabaldon Rd.
Belen, NM 87002
(505) 864-2953

Mark A. Nagrodsky
Owner

Call for hours
www.nmastronomical.com
nmastronomical@aol.com

Ask about the TAAS
member discount



MEMBERSHIP:  You may request a member-
ship application by calling the Hotline or by
sending e-mail to the Database Manager (see
previous page).   Applications may also be
downloaded from the Web site.  Annual dues
to The Albuquerque Astronomical Society are
$30/year for a full membership and $15/year
for an educator or full time student member-
ship.  Additional family members may join  for
$3/each (educator, student, and family mem-
berships are not eligible to vote on society mat-
ters).  New member information packets are
available for $3.50 (free copies are available from
the Web site).  You may send your dues by mail
to our newsletter return address with your
check written out to The Albuquerque Astro-
nomical Society or give your check to the Trea-
surer (see previous page ) at the next meeting.

MAGAZINES:  Discount magazine subscrip-
tions to Sky and Telescope ($29.95/12 issues) and
Astronomy ($29/12 issues) as well as discounts
on books from Sky Publishing Corporation are
available when purchased by TAAS members
through our society.  Include any of the above
magazine renewal mailers and subscription
payments as part of your renewal check.  Make
checks out to TAAS (we will combine and send
one check to the publisher). Warning: publish-
ers take several months to process magazine
subscriptions.

NEWSLETTER ARTICLES/ADVERTISE-
MENTS:  Articles, personal astronomical clas-
sified advertisements and business card size ad-
vertisements for businesses related to as-
tronomy must be submitted by the deadline
shown on the Society calendar (generally the
Saturday near the new Moon)  Rates for busi-

ness card size ads are $10/ad/issue or $7/ad/
issue for 6 consecutive issues or $5/ad/issue
for 12 consecutive issues.  The newsletter edi-
tor reserves the right to include and/or edit any
article or advertisement.   E-mail attachments
in Microsoft Word, 10 point Palatino, justified,
.25 inch indent at paragraph beginning, no
spaces between paragraphs is preferred.   ASCII
and RTF are acceptable.  One column is approxi-
mately 350 words.  Contact the Newsletter Edi-
tor (see previous page ) for more information.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:  Note that The Si-The Si-The Si-The Si-The Si-
dereal  Timesdereal  Timesdereal  Timesdereal  Timesdereal  Times is mailed at a nonprofit organiza-
tion bulk mail rate.  As a result, the newsletter
will NOT be forwarded to your new address
should you move!!  Please provide the Database
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Manager with your new mailing address to en-
sure that you receive your newsletter.

TAAS LIBRARY:  Please contact the Librarian
(Lisa Wood) to check out a book or make a con-
tribution.

TAAS on the World Wide Web:

http://www.taas.org
http://www.taas.org/download
taas@www.taas.org

TAAS Hotline: (505) 296-0549

Physics &  Astronomy
(PANDA) Building
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